
AUTOMOTIVE CONVERSION OPTIMIZATION BEST PRACTICES

Put it in the header and footer 
for quick customer access. It 
should also be included in CTA’s 
where your goal is a phone call.

Visible Phone #

Integrating an online chat could 
help you start communicating 
with your potential customers 
early on in the sales cycle.

Use a Chat Tool

Responsive design refers to a 
website that has been designed to 
be viewed across multiple devices 
and adapts to each size screen. 
Dealers should be focused on site 
speed and flexibility to deliver 
relevant mobile content and calls-
to-action quickly and efficiently.

Responsive Design

Clearly Identify Features 

Natural language supports both 
communication with customers 
and SEO. Use it in your descrip-
tions and on forms.

Use Natural Language

Allow customers to verify that 
they are making the right 
purchase by providing a 
comparison of vehicles with 
direct feature comparisons of 
various models of vehicles side 
by side and with clear price 
comparisons is optimal. 

Comparisons

The text on the call to action button 
should do more than just directing a 
visitor. For instance, tell the visitor what 
to expect after clicking the button rather 
than just saying 'submit,' or 'sign-up.' 

Optimize CTA

Creating high quality content 
should be on the top of your list 
because that is the only thing that 
you can do to hook viewers and 
please Google at the same time. 
Focus on consistently posting 
relevant content that sparks 
interest amongst potential 
customers.

Quality Content

CONVERSION
OPTIMIZATION

Customers want as much detail as possible about vehicles because to many, this is 
a large, long-term investment, so they need to make sure they are making the right 
choice. Provide that detail and as much information as you can to your visitors. The 
more useful features you can list, the better it is for your website leads.
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